
Luna Drop 19×140
Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product
All climates

dimensions (mm) 19x140

class LUNATHERMO-D

species Scandinavian spruce

length (m) 3,6-5,4

1 m² 7,69

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Nordic-Ecolabel-Swan-label.pdf
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Luna Dual Shadow 26×142
 

Gives a 3 D/wood strip effect with fewer nails for facades
due it’s deeper grooves
Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product
All climates

dimensions (mm) 26x142

class LUNATHERMO-D

species scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,6-5,1

1 m² 7,57

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful and sustainable wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally
stable, resistant to decay and non-toxic. Our Thermowood is an outstanding choice for exterior claddings and facades.
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http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Nordic-Ecolabel-Swan-label.pdf
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Luna Lam UTS 26×210
Strong glued structure
Decay resistance class of 2 (durable)
Dimensional stability
Resin free
Sustainable wood product

dimensions (mm) 26x210

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,0/3,6/4,2

1 m² 5,0 m

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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This brochure is provided for information purposes only and no liability or responsibility of any kind is accepted by Lunawood or their representatives, although Lunawood has used reasonable efforts to

verify the accuracy of any advice, recommendation or information. Lunawood reserves the right to alteration of its products, product information and product range without any notice.

http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Nordic-Ecolabel-Swan-label.pdf
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Luna Lam UTV 19×185
Strong glued structure
Decay resistance class of 2 (durable)
Dimensional stability
Resin free
Sustainable wood product

dimensions (mm) 19x185

class LunaThermo-D

species Glued pine

length (m) 3,0/3,6/4,2

1 m² 5,71 m

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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Luna L-profile 43×43
For finishing Lunawood surfaces
Dimensional stability
For interior and outdoor use
Non toxic
Resin free
Sustainable wood product

dimensions (mm) 43x43

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,6–5,1

1 m²

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Nordic-Ecolabel-Swan-label.pdf
http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/KOMO-sertificate.pdf
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Luna Panel System 19×117 4 T&G
Also available: Luna Panel System 19×185

Contemporary design
For exterior and interior use
Easy to assemble tongued and grooved with end-
matching
Concealed fixing, shadow line 3 mm
Dimensional stability
Sustainable wood product

dimensions (mm) 19x117

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,0/3,6-5,1

1 m² 8,46 m

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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http://lunawood.com/tuotekortit/panel-system-185/
http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Nordic-Ecolabel-Swan-label.pdf
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Luna Panel System 19×185 4 T&G
Also available: Luna Panel System 19×117

Contemporary design
For exterior and interior use
Easy to assemble tongued and grooved with end-
matching
Concealed fixing, shadow line 3 mm
Dimensional stability
Sustainable wood product

dimensions (mm) 19x185

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,6-5,4

1 m² 5,75 m

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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Luna TGV 19×140
Also available: Luna TGV Embossed 21×192

Special embossed surface
Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product
All climates

dimensions (mm) 19x140

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,6–5,1

1 m² 9,26 m

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non-toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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http://lunawood.com/tuotekortit/tgv-62-embossed-td-ku-a/
http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Nordic-Ecolabel-Swan-label.pdf
http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/KOMO-sertificate.pdf
http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Nordic-Ecolabel-Swan-label.pdf
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Luna TGV Embossed 21×192
Also available: Luna TGV Embossed 21×118

Special embossed surface
Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product
All climates

dimensions (mm) 21x192

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian spruce

length (m) 3,6–5,4

1 m² 5,49 m

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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http://lunawood.com/tuotekortit/tgv-62-td-mae-a/
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Luna Triple 32×140
Gives a 3 D/wood strip effect with fewer nails for facades
due it’s deeper grooves
Hidden nailing profile allows painting before installation,
which makes installation faster compared to traditional
solar shades
Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product
All climates

dimensions (mm) 32x140

class LUNATHERMO-D

species Scandinavian spruce

length (m) 3,9x5,4

1 m² 7,57

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful and sustainable wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Lunawood's Thermowood is
outstanding material for interior and exterior applications. Our Thermowood products are easy to machine and install. Thermowood is dimensionally stable,
resistant to decay and non-toxic.
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Luna UTK Fine Roughened 21×118
Special embossed surface
Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product
All climates

dimensions (mm) 21x118

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,6–5,1

1 m² 9,26 m

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Nordic-Ecolabel-Swan-label.pdf
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Luna UTS 19×117
Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product
All climates

dimensions (mm) 19x117

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,0/3,6-5,1

1 m² 9,35 m

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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Luna UTV Embossed 21×142 4 T&G
Special embossed surface
Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product
All climates

dimensions (mm) 21x142

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,6–5,4

1 m² 7,58 m

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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Luna UTV 19×92
Also available: Luna UTV 19×117, Luna UTV 19×140

Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product
All climates

dimensions (mm) 19x92

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,0/3,6-4,2

1 m² 12,2 m

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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http://lunawood.com/tuotekortit/utv-19-x-117/
http://lunawood.com/tuotekortit/utv-19-x-140/
http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Nordic-Ecolabel-Swan-label.pdf
http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/KOMO-sertificate.pdf
http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Nordic-Ecolabel-Swan-label.pdf
http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/KOMO-sertificate.pdf
http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/PEFC_SKH_5232_EN.pdf
http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/PEFC_SKH_5232_EN.pdf


Luna UTV 19×117
Also available: Luna UTV 19×92, Luna UTV 19×140

Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product
All climates

dimensions (mm) 19x117

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,0/3,6-5,1

1 m² 9,35 m

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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verify the accuracy of any advice, recommendation or information. Lunawood reserves the right to alteration of its products, product information and product range without any notice.

http://lunawood.com/tuotekortit/utv-19-x-92/
http://lunawood.com/tuotekortit/utv-19-x-140/
http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Nordic-Ecolabel-Swan-label.pdf
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Luna UTV 19×140
Also available: Luna UTV 19×92, Luna UTV 19×117

Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product
All climates

dimensions (mm) 19x140

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,6-5,4

1 m² 7,69 m

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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verify the accuracy of any advice, recommendation or information. Lunawood reserves the right to alteration of its products, product information and product range without any notice.

http://lunawood.com/tuotekortit/utv-19-x-92/
http://lunawood.com/tuotekortit/utv-19-x-117/
http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Nordic-Ecolabel-Swan-label.pdf
http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/KOMO-sertificate.pdf
http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Nordic-Ecolabel-Swan-label.pdf
http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/KOMO-sertificate.pdf
http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/PEFC_SKH_5232_EN.pdf
http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/PEFC_SKH_5232_EN.pdf


Luna UTV Hidden nailing 20×142
Hidden nailing ensures clean-cut finish
Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product
All climates

dimensions (mm) 20x142

class LUNATHERMO-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,6-5,1

1 m² 8,19

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful and sustainable wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Lunawood's Thermowood is
outstanding material for interior and exterior applications. Our Thermowood products are easy to machine and install. Thermowood is dimensionally stable,
resistant to decay and non-toxic.
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http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Nordic-Ecolabel-Swan-label.pdf
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Luna UYLS 20×140
Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product
All climates

dimensions (mm) 20x140

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,6-5,4

1 m² 7,69 m

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Nordic-Ecolabel-Swan-label.pdf
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Texture 110-1
Design collaboration with Jukola Industries

Impressive 3D surface with many texture variations
Can be combined with flat profile
For interior and outdoor surfaces
Patented production technique
Resin free and non toxic

dimensions (mm) 26x92

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,0-4,2

1 m² 11,63m

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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http://lunawood.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Nordic-Ecolabel-Swan-label.pdf
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Texture 201-1A
Design collaboration with Jukola Industries

Impressive 3D surface with many texture variations
Can be combined with flat profile
For interior and outdoor surfaces
Patented production technique
Resin free and non toxic

dimensions (mm) 26x92

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,0-4,2

1 m² 11,63m

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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Texture 206-0
Design collaboration with Jukola Industries

Impressive 3D surface with many texture variations
Can be combined with flat profile
For interior and outdoor surfaces
Patented production technique
Resin free and non toxic

dimensions (mm) 26x92

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,0-4,2

1 m² 11,63m

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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Texture 220-1
Design collaboration with Jukola Industries

Impressive 3D surface with many texture variations
Can be combined with flat profile
For interior and outdoor surfaces
Patented production technique
Resin free and non toxic

dimensions (mm) 26x92

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,0-4,2

1 m² 11,63m

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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Texture 440-1
Design collaboration with Jukola Industries

Impressive 3D surface with many texture variations
Can be combined with flat profile
For interior and outdoor surfaces
Patented production technique
Resin free and non toxic

dimensions (mm) 26x92

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,0-4,2

1 m² 11,63m

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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